Video Archive Listing:

The following Videos are available for use by all NOAA’s NWS employees. For more information, contact the NOAA’s National Weather Service Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity Management at 301-713-0692.

"Attitude" Meeting Opener-Smart-Start

A Costly Proposition

A Great Wall:

Accommodating Individuals with Disabilities--The Power to Excel" by DOD

An Eagle Must Fly

An Original American Vacation “To Have a Chance”

Angola: “The Struggle Continues” South Africa War & U.S. Policy

Bias Busters in Action: Program I. Addressing Sexual Harassment

Program II. Demonstrating “Babble of the Sexes”

Bill NYE The Science “The Family, the Calendar of Science”

Black History Celebration: 2005, Volume 1 & 2

Black History Month – Commemorative Program – 2/14/05

Black History Month Commemorative Program 02/14/95

Bridging The Gap: Minorities in Marine Science, Marine Science Program Savannah State Univ.

Careers in Hydrology: Water Works by NWS

Careers in Meteorology

Career Track “Building & Maintaining High Energy” (Audio only)

Death of a Shaman – Fahm Fong Salyang and Richard Hall

Diversity in Higher Education

DOC/NOAA: Town Hall Meeting 05/23/97

Dr. Richard P. McNulty: Math & Science for Minorities

EVAC & Chair “Stairway Escape for the Disabled”

Forecast For the Future (NOAA/NWS): Modernizing the NWS
“From Montgomery to Memphis” – Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Gatecliff

Gay issues in the workplace with Brian McNaught

North American Indians Today

The New Indians, Part 1 & 2

Generations "M.E.E.T. for Respect in the Workplace"

High Impact Leadership “How to Be More Than a Manager” By: Mark Sanborn

Implementing Self-Directed Work Teams – By: Loren Ankarls, Volume 1

Implementing Self-Directed Work Teams – By: Loren Ankarls, Volume 3

Innovations Training Solutions, Inc. “It Happens Combo”

Just Be Fair “A Practical Approach to Diversity in the Workplace”

MLK – Proclamation Ceremony, MLK Unity March, Unity Rally: January 1994

National Easter Seal Society “Nobody’s Burning Wheelchairs”

Native American Week “Indian Health Services”

NOAA “Terrible Tuesday” (2 Copies)

NOAA ADR - 4/20/04

NOAA Career Expo for DOC Summer Interns: 7/1994

NOAA Diversity – Harvel Coleman

NOAA Diversity Symposium, NWS Training Center

NOAA Serves

NOAA Services: More than Bows and Arrows (2 copies)

NOAA/NWS AAA Diversity Workshop Honolulu 04/94

NWS/Eastern Region – Outreach Interviews, The Stress Message

People with Disabilities & Computers; The Flying Karama Brothers

Presidential Management Program

Preventing Sexual Harassment “A Management’s Responsibility”

Preventing Sexual Harassment “A Management’s Responsibility” Minimizing the Risks
Projects of the Presidents Comments on:

“Employment of People with Disabilities” of the Georgia State Rehabilitation Council. (5 copies)

Rashidi at the University of Harvard – Africa Asia

Refuge – Spencer Nakasako

Respect vs. Harassment “Effective Training Techniques”

Respect vs. Harassment "How to receive and resolve complaints" Mgt. Mod. 1

Respect vs. Harassment: Mgt. Module 2 - "How to Recognize and Prevent Harassment"

Respect vs. Harassment "Managing the Healing Process" Mgt. Mod. 2

Respect vs. Harassment "How to Resolve Harassment Situations"

Searching for Asian America – A  (NAATA/KVIE/PRO

Sacred Ground

Sexual Harassment "Training Scenes"

Sexual Harassment by Bureau of ATF

Sexual Harassment: Recognizing Sex Stereotypes

Sexual Harassment: Coping Skills

Sexual Harassment (Five Scenarios)

SFA: Survey/ Feedback/ Action by NOAA Diversity Council

Silent Partners: Calio

Taking Tradition to Tomorrow

The Awesome Power (3 copies)

The Extraordinary Leader: Going from Good to Great"

The New ABC's " Preparing Black Children for the 21st Century" (2 Copies)

The Stress Mess "Team Building, Communication Skills, etc."

The Diversity Series: Program I. "On the Threshold of Change"

Program II. "Gender & Sexual Orientation"

“Work place Issues”

Program III. "Race, Ethnicity, Language"

“Religious Workplace Issues"
Program IV. "Age & Physical Ability"

"Work Place Issues"

The Federal Government: (3 videos)

I. "A Winning Choice Career Opportunities with the Federal Government"

II. Student Employment Programs

III. Career Opportunities

The Great Movie Massacre

War Paint & Wigs

Heathen Injuns Hollywood Gospel

The Movie Reel Indian

The Promise Land 1967 – 1968 "Eyes on the Prize II"

The Tribal Government

Indian Law

Trust Relationship

Treaties, Jurisdiction

U.S. Government

Indian Sovereign

US DOC ADR "Workplace Solutions That Put You in Control"

WIND Pro Suction Cups – Promo Video; Brandtek, 12664 Dr. W. Colonial

WINS Video Experience – 8/5/03

Women in Science: IBM TJ Watson Research Center
Items below are tapes not associated with this office, but are still available for use by all NOAA’s NWS employees.

Alliance for Science NWS, Pt.2
Alliance for Science Parts 1&2
Conceptualization of a Living Atmosphere
DOC Honor Awards Program – NWS Gold Medal Awards
Everyday Weather Power
For Spacious Skies c/o Jack Bordin, Various Subjects
Minneapolis Tornado – KARE-TV (2 copies)
Mr. Norman Meisel Research Meteorologist
NOAA "Hurricane"
NOAA “The Awesome Power, Flash Floods (2 copies)
NOAA/NWS “The Hidden Danger, Low Water Crossing”
NOAA Moving Water “Adventure or Danger”
NOAA Precious Realms of a Unique Planet (5 copies)
NOAA/NWS – Modernization Program “A Look into the Future”
POW –WOW – 84, 9/29-30-/1984
The Hidden Danger, Low Water Crossings
The Weather Channel "Blizzard of 96"
Tsunami in Puerto Rico: The Forgotten Danger
VISION – 2005 "A Roundtable Discussion of the NWS Strategic Plan” Volumes 1& 2